cylindrical scatterers and Transverse-Magnetic (TM) polarization of the incident fields with respect to the axes of the scatterers, the retrieval of the dielectric properties, ) (r 
, the inverse problem can be written as 
("inner" IN loop [4] ). The Bare-IN "outer" and "inner" loops stop when j x is a satisfactory solution according to the user-defined convergence criterion or when a maximum number of iterations ( out I and in I , respectively) is reached. To better address the drawbacks ineherent with the deterministic nature of IN when dealing with nonlinear problems, the IMSA strategy is profitably exploited and integrated with the Bare-IN. Towards this end, the Bare-IN is iteratively applied to reconstruct the dielectric distribution of the region-of-interest (RoI) belonging to the investigation domani (equal to the investigation domani at the first step of the process). At each step, a fixed discretization of the RoI is used by considering
IMSA N being the number of degrees-of-freedom of the inverse problem and the geometry at hand) and the IN reconstruction is performed. From two successive steps, the RoI is updated exploiting the information on the location and extension of the scatterers acquired by processing the reconstructed profile [3] . The synthetic zooming process is iterated until the stationarines of the RoI is reached [2] [3] . The result is that a high resolution IN reconstruction problem (as required to achieve a suitable image of the investigation domain) is recast as a set of low resolution ones [2] [3] allowing improved convergence speed and accuracy of the overall inversion as well as an enhanced robustness to local minima problem.
Numerical Results
In the first numerical example, a homogeneous lossless square cylinder of λ 8 . 0 side is considered [2] . The object is located in an investigation domain of λ radius (the noiseless case is considered). The inversion data have been synthetically computed by means of the MoM method and different discretization grids have been adopted for the direct and inverse procedure in order to avoid the "inverse crime problem" [2] . ) in localizing the object and providing a good approximation of the actual distribution. However, the shape of the object is distorted and some artifacts appear [ Fig. 1(b . The same parameters of the previous example have been employed and the IMSA has been stopped after 3 = S steps. As it can be observed (Fig. 2) , although the Bare-IN approach provides quite good performances, the shape of the scatterer does not exactly match with the actual one. On the contrary, the IMSA integration allows significant improvements in terms of accuracy of the retrieved profile [ Fig. 2(c Also from the computational point of view, the IMSA scheme enables a nonnegligible reduction of the computational burden. As a matter of fact, the Bare-IN inversion required about 10 minutes on an Intel Core Duo PC, while less than 7.5 seconds were required by the IMSA-IN inversion.
